
Teaching from a Social Distance 
Foolproof Ways to Engage your Audience in Virtual Learning 

Thank you for being a part of our workshop at 2021 SGIM! We hope this syllabus will give you a head 

start towards incorporating one or more new tools or apps in your virtual teaching. Please feel free to 

contact us as you work with these tools, if you think we can be of help. 

Mary Pickett, MD pickett@ohsu.edu 

Margaret Lo, MD Margaret.Lo@medicine.ufl.edu 

Elizabeth Haney, MD haneye@ohsu.edu 

Jaime Fineman, MD Jaime.Fineman@tuhs.temple.edu 

Ann Perrin, MD perrinae@upmc.edu 

Malvika Varma, MD malvikavarma@email.arizona.edu 

Emily Mullen, MD emily.mullen@conehealth.com 

Games 

Bingo 

 

Best uses 

--word bingo promotes attention and reinforce key word association 

--Learners choose a lucky bingo card from a shared PowerPoint: 

It works best if you make slides that are the 

dimension (shape) of your board pictures 

and “format background”-->picture or 

texture fill-->insert picture. 

The chips are stored as movable objects 

just under the board. 

--Game is played (in background) during 

didactic teaching. “Unmute and say bingo if you are a winner!” 

To quickly generate randomized bingo cards, build a bingo board in excel 

and use formulas (see tutorials) to re-randomize your words for each new 

display. Screenshots excel, then move screenshot images to PowerPoint. 

Tutorials: 

How to Make A Random Sight Word Bingo Card in Excel 

(for a bonafide shortcut, email Mary Pickett who will share her 36-word excel spreadsheet and 

PowerPoint bingo for you to use as templates) 
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https://easysimplesmart.com/sight-word-bingo-excel/


Factile (Jeopardy online) 

  “Practically perfect,” free and user friendly. 

 

Eclipse Crossword 

Eclipse Crossword offers a free on-

line platform where you can create 

your own crossword puzzle by 

providing clues and answers-- the 

program will put them together for 

you as a crossword that can be 

completed on-line. 

We have used this for teaching by 

providing learners with study 

materials (key learning points in an 

independently reviewed brief slide 

set) and then having the residents 

work in small groups to complete 

the on-line crossword, using the 

study materials in an “open book” 

format. This can be wrapped up 

with a faculty-facilitated review asking the residents to name some key take-home points they learned 

in the exercise. 

 

https://www.eclipsecrossword.com/


Polling 

Poll Everywhere  

 utilizes the concept of clickers or audience response systems (ARS) 

without the clunky hardware.  Learners use their phones, tablets, laptops or desktop to respond to the 

activities you created on Poll Everywhere. You have a diversity of options for activities including 

multiple choice questions, word cloud, Q&A, survey, open-ended questions, and comments. There are 

even specialized and unique activities you can build including icebreakers, leaderboards and rankings. 

The number of activities and number of questions you can build are unlimited in the free Intro version, 

but participation is restricted to 25 individuals in the free version.  A number of guides and resources 

are available to instructors on how to build activities on Poll Everywhere.  

https://www.polleverywhere.com//guide 

 

 

https://www.polleverywhere.com/guide


Zoom 

 
For faculty who use the Zoom virtual platform, Zoom has a polling feature for meetings and/or 

educational sessions.  The polling feature allows you to create a single choice or multiple-choice 

question.   You can pre-build and save the poll questions prior to the session.  Then launch the poll 

during the session, gather the responses, and download a report of the polling response during and 

after the session.  Responses can be anonymous if desired. A step-by-step tutorial on this polling 

feature is available on the Zoom help center:  https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-

Polling-for-meetings 

 

 

Mentimeter 

is an online interactive presentation platform which allows you to 

create slides with built-in interactive features. This is especially useful in virtual or hybrid settings, 

although it can also be helpful for larger in-person lectures where it is difficult to engage all learners. 

You can either create presentations completely on the native Mentimeter platform, or you can upload 

slides in PowerPoint or PDF format and add interactive features. Similar to Poll Everywhere, learners 

can engage with interactive slides by going to Menti.com on their computers or smart devices and 

entering a short code. Interactive features range from the basic (multiple choice questions) to more 

complex (short answer questions, scales, ranking) to brainstorming (word clouds) to gamification 

(quizzes with leaderboards using alibis, voting for best “contestant” to win). The platform also allows for 

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-for-meetings
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-for-meetings


learners to respond to slides with “reactions” (question mark, thumbs up/down, heart) and/or type in 

questions as the presentation unfolds. There is a free version of the software to try it out, but it is limited 

in number of interactive slides per presentation, otherwise the software costs $10 a month for an 

individual plan. The Mentimeter help website (https://help.mentimeter.com/) contains useful advice 

about how to best utilize the platform in different settings. 

 

Quizzes with Leaderboards 

Kahoot 

 
Kahoot is a playful, favorite platform for quizzes 

because of its goofy music and its end-of-quiz 

podium. Learners can answer questions on phone 

while teachers 

screenshare and 

carry on ongoing 

discussion after 

each question 

through the quiz. 

The free version 

allows True-False, 

multiple-choice, and multiple-choice answers that include images. 

 

https://help.mentimeter.com/


Wheel of Names 

This engagement tool is great for quizzes or group introductions, (It does 

not have a leaderboard.) 

Give your learners a 10 second warning that you might call on them! This 

free, easy on-line tool let’s you spin a wheel (of course, you screen-

share) to decide who to call on to answer your prompt. There is virtual 

confetti thrown when the wheel lands on a name. You have the option to 

remove each name after it is tagged or leave it on the wheel.  

wheelofnames.com 

 

 

Interactive Whiteboards 

Using iPad as a Whiteboard 

 

Give your good ol’ chalk-n-talk a digital makeover! Utilizing note writing apps to illustrate and draw is 

easy and fun. Connect your iPad or Surface to your computer on Airplay or via a lightning cable and 

screen share on your preferred virtual meeting platform. Less interactive as a Whiteboard as other 

users are view-only.  

Zoom Whiteboard 

 
Integrated into the Zoom app, fairly easy to use. Sign into your Zoom meeting from your tablet and your 

computer (this will allow you to continue to engage with learners/teams). Use the Whiteboard function 

through the tablet - similar to above. Slightly more interactive, other users signed into Zoom are able to 

annotate and draw. Check out a simple demo here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaq5huD-gE 

Microsoft Whiteboard 

  
Stand-alone app for Android and iOS platforms. Using organizational sign-in, you can invite members 

of your organization or Microsoft Teams to participate in your Whiteboard session. Very interactive- 

create free hand illustrations, import images or pages of a PowerPoint presentation to include on the 

https://wheelofnames.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaq5huD-gE


whiteboard, create lists and templates… all on the same document! Can be saved as an image. Also 

great for collaboration and brainstorming. Watch the tutorial here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UunJleM0m-c 

Other Apps 

Whiteboard in Microsoft Teams or WebEx 

Miro 

 is an online platform that allows multiple participants to engage with one or more 

virtual bulletin-type boards simultaneously through the use of virtual “post-its”. This platform is 

especially helpful for facilitating group brainstorming, creating process maps, and exploring connections 

between different topics. One of our institutions used this software to facilitate a QI “Pain-a-Thon” 

where team members explored various “pain points” in our healthcare system to identify potential QI 

projects. The free version allows for unlimited participants (although each participant must create a 

login ahead of time) but is limited to three active boards at a time. Miro’s help center is a good resource 

for beginning users: https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UunJleM0m-c
https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us


Google Jamboard 

is a physical product similar to a Smartboard - a computerized 

whiteboard display that can be written on with a stylus and is connected to a virtual cloud. However, the 

underlying Jamboard software can be used for free without the physical whiteboard hardware by 

anyone with a Google account. Users can create “Jams” on their computers or mobile devices and can 

invite an unlimited number of other users to engage with these virtual whiteboards using pens/markers, 

text, sticky notes, images. For institutions that use Google Meet, Jamboard can be used within a 

meeting for participants to collaborate in real time. Jamboard is especially useful to facilitate group work 

amongst learners: brainstorming, QI (process maps, fishbone diagrams), working through cases 

(creating a differential diagnosis), learning physiological pathways. Google support has information 

about how to use Jamboard (\https://edu.google.com/teacher-center/products/jamboard/) and there are 

many other tutorials available on the internet as well (e.g. https://ditchthattextbook.com/jamboard/).  

 

Asynchronous and Independent Learning 

 
If your institution uses Canvas, this software can be used to set up virtual “courses” for all or parts of 

your GME or UME curriculum. You can set up conference calendars that sync with learners’ personal 

calendars and contain links to virtual conferences. For learners who are unable to make it to a live 

conference (or for those who would like a review), they can view uploaded videos of the didactic along 

https://edu.google.com/teacher-center/products/jamboard/
https://ditchthattextbook.com/jamboard/


with slide decks and other useful resources. Quizzes can be posted either before a conference (to 

encourage prework) or after a conference (to encourage retention) and can be made either optional or 

required. Discussion boards allow learners to engage with their peers in an asynchronous fashion and 

can be oriented either around specific medical content or for more general topics (program feedback, 

for example). Course information pages are a great place to upload general information for a residency 

program - elective course objectives, policies and procedures, information about how to engage with 

research, etc. Canvas can even be linked to Twitter and Instagram so learners who log into Canvas can 

immediately see what your program is posting on social media. An additional advantage of this 

software is that course instructors can easily see which learners are engaging with which parts of the 

course and tailor individual feedback accordingly.  

 

 

Loom: “Speaker on Slides” Pre-recorded video 

Best uses: 

--”Video messaging tool” (can share quick clips 

as link by email) 

--Free educator upgrade allows 45 min video to 

be recorded, uploaded and shared (educator status is 

identified by “.edu” institutional email) 

--Speaker bubble can be resized, made whole-screen, 

moved within video frame, or hidden. 

--Viewers can enter comments & can punctuate video 

scrollbar with emoji’s for emphasis 

--Custom-select area of your screen to be recorded--example here includes a bit of desktop. 

Tutorials: 

Loom for Education 

https://www.loom.com/education


 

Podcasts 

Best uses: 

--A great way to share interviews with 

experts who can’t be present at your 

teaching session 

--A “screen reprieve” for virtual learners if 

slides/images are not essential 

--Can be paired with videoconference 

group discussion/debrief 

 

Free software (Mary Pickett used 

GarageBand which exists on many Macs 

without download), Royalty-free music 

sources (Mary used Pixabay), and free 

podcast publishing sites (PodBean, 

Buzzsprout and others) are widely 

available for limited use without fees. 

 

 

 

Tutorials: 

Buzzsprout: GarageBand Tutorial: How to Set Up, Record and Edit a Podcast on a Mac  

NPR: Starting your Podcast: a Guide for Students 

Panel Based Learning & Improvement 

Panel based work can be completed off-site by residents who have home access to a robust electronic 

medical record system. 

At OHSU we have had success using Epic, which provides a reporting function (“Reporting Workbench” 

as well as the paired tool, “SicerDicer”) enabling a faculty facilitator to generate resident panel-specific 

and condition-specific reports, to be “run by user”. Residents access their own relevant data when they 

run the report--here is an example of some data pulled for residents to show patients taking 

anticoagulant medications: 

 
We have built a curriculum around PBL&I. We dedicate time during each clinic week for residents to 

have 1) a brief tutorial review by faculty about the chronic illness or topic we are working on and 2) a 

structured activity in panel review that is laid out in a detailed instruction sheet for the session, including 

details on how to pull up the report. 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/blog/garageband-podcast-tutorial
https://www.npr.org/2018/10/30/662070097/starting-your-podcast-a-guide-for-students#production


 
A faculty facilitator remains in videoconference and available for questions after the tutorial, although 

the residents split off to work independently. They frequently pop in for questions and most keep their 

audio active so they can learn from others’ questions as they do their panel work. Learners are 

particularly motivated by projects that teach them new tricks (dot phrases, tools, resources) they can 

apply when using the electronic medical record in day-to-day care of their patients. 

Panel projects are best received when the learners operate at “the highest level of their license”--in 

short, the work residents are doing could not be easily completed by a medical assistant as it requires 

chart review, medical knowledge and decision-making.  

Some of our projects involve outreach to patients and others simply invite the residents to update the 

chart and place sticky-notes (notes to self) into the electronic chart, to prompt them to address care 

gaps at upcoming encounters. 

It has been key to maintain a repository of materials for residents, because they refer back to the 

tutorial materials and the instruction sheets which mention tools. 

Microsoft Teams has provided us with a great “storage” platform for these materials, but Box, Google 

Docs, or other similar file storage sites would work also. 

Contact Mary Pickett if you have questions about our PBL&I program: pickett@ohsu.edu 



Social Media, Blogs and Discussion Boards 

Twitter 
 

Twitter can be used for education, mentorship, or to promote new research.  Individuals 

make accounts or a group of people can have one account ex. Residency program.  A 

threat of tweets (aka. Tweetorial) can be used for a stand-alone educational experience or 

can be used to supplement a lecture, podcast, or course.  

  

Tweetorial: A tweet is limited to 280 characters.  Individuals often thread multiple tweets together to 

create a tweetorial involving 10-15 tweets (ideal length according to a twitter poll by Anthony Breu, MD).  

Twitter allows you to reach a larger audience and is a platform anyone from a medical student to a 

master educator can use.  Often starting your tweetorial with a hook or poll and clearly stating what 

you’ll be talking about draws in readers.  Ways to keep people engaged to read your entire tweetorial 

include using a case based presentation, figures, pictures, surveys, or polls.  Including citations to 

support your point adds to the educational value and discussion.  You may find that you engage with 

experts in the field that you normally wouldn’t have the opportunity to learn from besides reading their 

publications.  Also, tagging colleagues with similar interests who may retweet you is a great way to 

engage more readers. 

  

For more information on how to create a great tweetorial, you can view this 3 part series by Dr. Breu, 

MD. 

https://twitter.com/i/events/1223955304108449799 

  

Twitter is also a good way to have your ideas and material peer reviewed.  For instance you can put an 

algorithm you came up with and ask for feedback.  Here’s a great example from Dr. Simonson, MD. 

https://twitter.com/mgsimonson1/status/1366482388881182722 

  

Remember to keep your tweets de-identified when describing patient cases.  “Post the Pearl not the 

Patient.”  For a great tweetorial on the matter visit Dr. O’Glasser, MD FACP FHM. 

https://threader.app/thread/1236053604080873473 

  

Mentorship: Twitter allows a unique opportunity for mentorship that was not previously present.  This is 

especially important for underrepresented minorities and women who often have a challenging time 

finding a mentor at their institution or those at smaller institutions.  It requires initiative from the mentee 

to get started usually in the form of direct messaging when you see a post about a topic or conversation 

you’re interested in.  These conversations have a way of developing into a larger conversation or 

collaboration on a project or a study.  It’s also a great way to reach out to someone about a job or other 

opportunities that might be available at their institution. 

https://meridian.allenpress.com/jgme/article/12/5/535/447139/Harnessing-the-Power-of-Medical-

Twitter-for 
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Reddit 

Founded in 2005 as one of the early social media sites it gives people the ability to express their 

opinions anonymously as profiles are not linked to a name.  One user can have multiple different 

usernames to post under.  Unlike Twitter there is no character rule.   

  

 

Reddit is a community with subcommittees that 

talk about anything from gardening and specific 

mail order meal services to television and 

medicine.  Each subreddit has a group of 

volunteer moderators who set the rules.  You 

must apply to be a moderator and the 

moderators change every few years.  You can 

post articles and videos to stimulate 

conversations. 

 

 

When there are multiple threads about one topic, 

the moderators create a superthread, so the site 

doesn’t get overrun with one topic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask Me Anything or AMA.   

An individual contacts Reddit and sets up a time for 

their AMA.  The person can be an expert in the field 

or a celebrity and usually is not anonymous.  Reddit 

and the individual often publicize the AMA.  In one 

version questions are submitted in advance, then 

reviewed and answered during the schedule time.  In 

the more popular version questions are submitted 

and answered in real time.  My using the up and 

down arrows, participants can push a question to the 

top they want answered sooner while voting down 

those they don’t find as interesting. 



Hybrid Education 

Owl Camera 

The owl camera is a 360 degree camera, microphone, and speaker within 

one device.  It allows for a hybrid experience of in-person and virtual 

participation in a conference using a platform you’re already familiar with.  It 

captures multiple speakers on the screen and the camera; mic will train on 

who is speaking.  The frame of the camera can be adjusted for how much of 

the room you want to capture. 

 

Cons include price $799-999 plus accessories.  The sound and audio are 

dependent on proximity to the owl, so using it for a larger group setting in an 

auditorium requires the individuals close to the owl to repeat questions or 

comments for those participating virtually to hear.  It’s also difficult to get the 

owl to completely focus on a static object like a whiteboard. 

 

 
 *Picture and video used with permission of University of Pittsburgh Internal Medicine Chiefs. 
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